THE COMING CONSTITUTIONAL CRISIS IN BAIL: I

One striking manifestation of the resurgence of concern for the administration of criminal justice which characterizes the present decade is the attack upon the inadequacies and unfairness of the bail system as it affects indigent defendants. Unlike other areas of ferment in criminal law administration, this changing attitude toward bail is the only major reform of recent decades in which the courts have played a wholly passive role. With search and seizure and indigents' right to counsel the Supreme Court has warned, cajoled and, finally becoming impatient with the snail-like pace of reform, forced major change down the throats of the states by way of the fourteenth amendment.  

Strangely enough, however, the courts have remained almost entirely silent in the face of mounting documentation of the discriminatory effect upon indigents of the bail bond system's requirement of financial security for pretrial release. 

The studies which have been made in the last decade have established three things which, when they finally find their way into the grist of litigation, seem bound to pose most serious constitutional questions.

First, it has been established that pretrial imprisonment of the poor solely as a result of their poverty, under harsher conditions than those applied to convicted prisoners, so pervades our system that for a majority of defendants accused of anything more serious than petty crimes, the bail system operates effectively to deny rather than to facilitate liberty pending trial.

Second, it is also apparent that but for their poverty a substantial proportion of these jailed indigent defendants would never suffer any imprisonment because, after serving their pretrial jail term, they are either not convicted or the disposition of their cases does not include imprisonment.

Third, there is an extraordinary correlation between pretrial status (jail or bail) and the severity of the sentence after conviction, the jailed defendant being two or three times more likely to receive a prison sentence. The last finding raises difficult problems of evaluation, for some other variable may be an important factor in causing both the pretrial jail status and the more severe sentence, although the most recent study shows that the ratio holds constant even when some of the more obvious variables are controlled.

These findings as a whole reveal a shocking discrepancy which disadvantages the poor in our administration of criminal justice. It is probable, moreover, that the evidence summarized above does not reveal the full extent of the discrimination. For example, there has been no adequate investigation of the mechanics of the guilty plea, although we know that this is the predominant means of conviction. While the statistical data in the bail studies of the possible correlation between pretrial jail status and increased likelihood of conviction is incomplete, the subtleties involved in the guilty plea
will require a more searching analysis than can be provided by conviction rate statistics. It is plausible, at least, that denial of pretrial liberty provides a psychological inducement to plead guilty which would be absent if the defendant were at liberty pending trial.  

Recent reform efforts—The first move generated by these findings to ameliorate the unfairness of the bail system for the poor has not necessitated and thus has entirely bypassed litigation of constitutional questions. Starting with the creation by a New York businessman of the Vera Foundation and its sponsorship of the Manhattan Bail Project, a reform movement to develop procedures for the prompt pretrial release without financial security of reliable but impecunious defendants is now spreading rapidly through the country with the endorsement of the Department of Justice and the support of the Ford Foundation.  

As developed in New York, the plan provides for a brief interview with an indigent defendant before his preliminary hearing where probable reliability of the defendant in appearing for trial is estimated by the application of plausible (but untested) assumptions. Information is sought as to his prior record, residence patterns, current and recent employment and references, and family ties in the jurisdiction after which there is a quick verification of the data by telephone or from available official records. A defendant meeting sufficiently high standards will be recommended to the court for release without security.

Recently the Vera Foundation and the New York Police Department have launched another experimental program designed to reduce further the incidence of pretrial detention. At several precinct station houses in New York, law students acting as Vera investigators go to work as soon as those accused of disorderly conduct, simple assault, or petit larceny are brought in after arrest. If on the basis of quick investigation the accused is recommended by Vera as a good risk, the precinct desk officer may order release and issue a summons for the date and place at which the accused is to appear in criminal court. For minor offenses this represents a long overdue reform.

*962 Admirable as these developments are, however, they provide no cure-all for indigent bail problems. Even in a jurisdiction with an extensive project a substantial proportion of urban indigent defendants would not meet the standards of reliability which have so far been applied and would not obtain a recommendation of release. Further, a proportion of those recommended would not be released, the number depending upon the extent of judicial sympathy and cooperation with the plan. Political considerations may additionally limit the plan's operation, for example, the Manhattan Bail Project's exclusion of past or current narcotics and sex offenders and those currently charged with assault against police officers. But a more important limiting factor is the necessity of obtaining popular approval for the establishment of the plan in each community, and, as even the Ford Foundation's resources are not inexhaustible, of securing continuing financial support through local appropriations. While one would hope that our administration of criminal justice will one day be able to accomplish a major reform in the interest of fairness to the defendant without having to be coerced by the Supreme Court, prior experience gives no indication that such a day is at hand. The sluggishness of the states in responding to the indigent counsel problem is not encouraging. Despite decades of judicial prodding and reform effort, in 1963 there were still “nearly 40 counties with populations of 400,000 or more which have no organized [defender] services whatsoever,” and many existing facilities were rated inadequate.

For two categories of indigent defendants administrative bail reform offers little immediate prospect of relief. The first are the defendants brought to trial in jurisdictions having no “Vera” or other reform plans; the second are those denied relief within a reform jurisdiction. Between them they will comprise the great majority of all indigent defendants for at least several decades. For such defendants the only foreseeable remedy lies in constitutional adjudication within the judicial system. Because of the publicity being given this problem and our growing sensitivity about unfairness in our criminal procedure resulting from poverty, it is a fair guess that the next major clash between our norms of actual administration and the constitutional theories expounded in recent years by the Supreme Court will revolve around the discrimination against the poor which is inherent in the bail system. Yet any satisfactory resolution of the constitutional questions *963 is likely to prove extremely difficult. Compared with other due process problems which have arisen in recent years, bail presents differences in the treatment of the poor which are more pervasive and pernicious.
for the defendant and the state are higher, and values critical to the present age are more sharply in conflict with the force that is generated by centuries of accumulated habit and unquestioned tradition. There would today be little dispute with the judgment that “one of the prime objectives of the civilized administration of justice is to render the poverty of the litigant an irrelevancy,” and that the provision of as equal justice as is practicable is a constitutional mandate as well as a policy goal. But for centuries we have also placed almost exclusive reliance for the regulation of pretrial detention and the production of defendants in court upon a bail system which not only uses financial incentives as a deterrent to flight but also delegates to private bondsmen much of the policing which enforces appearance in court, and have accumulated almost no experience with alternative measures.

Nor are there any easy alternatives for an accommodation of nondiscriminatory protection of defendants' access to pretrial freedom and suitable regard for the state's interest. In some European countries, bail is either not authorized, as in Sweden, where it is “considered to lead to inequality before the law,” or, although provided for by law, has fallen into disuse, as for example, in Norway, Denmark, West Germany. In these and other European countries the right to release turns on nonfinancial factors such as the degree of risk that during pretrial liberty the accused might flee, commit crimes, or tamper with the evidence. Where such risks are high, release can be denied altogether, or lesser security measures may be employed—for example, a ban on travel or requirement that the accused report periodically to the police.

It is immediately apparent, however, that any attempted adoption of the substantive European law of detention would pose tremendous problems. For one thing, the apparent simplicity and rationality of individualizing the detention decision to the particular circumstances of the particular defendant is largely deceptive. In the best adjudicatory climate the determination of such vague predictive criteria as future dangerousness or possible flight is necessarily unreliable, and under the actual conditions by which the pretrial detention determination is made in this country the probability of maladministration is infinite. Even in Scandanavian countries, where the substantive law is applied by a trained, career judiciary with a tradition of much greater leniency to defendants than obtains in this country, the results appear to be very uneven. Although the substantive legal principles governing detention “are generally coincident in the three countries” of Norway, Denmark and Sweden, Bratholm has reported that detention is significantly more frequent in Oslo than in Copenhagen and at least four times more frequent than in Stockholm. Bratholm attributes the discrepancy to “the tendency of Norwegian courts and police to exploit the institution [of detention] for purposes not recognized by the Criminal Procedure Act,” but one would expect that the vagueness of the concepts applied would produce unevenness of administration in any event. If a criterion such as future dangerousness were applied in America, it is predictable that the magistrates and lower judiciary who today deliberately set high bail for indigents to prevent their release would have an equal opportunity to obtain the detention of the poor, the friendless, and the Negro by labelling them “dangerous.”

Even more critical, a proposal to substitute European individualized discretion for our present absolute right to bail would require us to reexamine our fundamental concepts of the criminal trial process in an adversary system. Any resolution of the detention problem involves an allocation of inescapable costs. Someone has to pay a price for the fact that we have to have a pretrial period between accusation and final adjudication. If defendants are kept locked up, the cost is borne by those among them who are innocent or prejudiced by the detention. If they are all released, society pays in those cases where the defendant flees or commits new crimes. In theory our system inclines to the second alternative. As Justice Jackson said, “the spirit of the [bail] procedure is to enable ... [defendants] to stay out of jail until a trial has found them guilty”; the resulting danger to society “is a calculated risk which the law takes as the price of our system of justice.” It is true that these words of Justice Jackson sound a hollow and hypocritical note when they are read against the facts of day-to-day bail administration, for our law as actually administered puts most of the cost upon the shoulders of the poor who are detained and not upon society. But there is a value in unrealized ideals, and to close the gap between ideal and reality by abandoning the ideal is not a course lightly to be undertaken. The concept that accused persons should not be punished prior to a finding of guilty has deep roots in our culture, with no fully comparable history
in Europe, and under our adversary system we have felt it peculiarly appropriate that the accused have the opportunity of “searching for evidence and witnesses, and preparing a defense.”

This policy problem is further complicated by the ambiguous and uncertain status of bail in the federal constitutional system. Standing alone, the excessive bail clause of the eighth amendment poses puzzling questions of interpretation and historical analysis. In addition, as applied to indigents, any rights alleged under the eighth amendment overlap broader due process and equal protections claims inherent in the financial discrimination and prejudice of the bail system. If one indulges in the assumption that the present blatant financial discrimination of the bail system cannot long survive the current renaissance of interest in equal justice for the poor, then it makes a critical difference whether the Court finds a resolution of the problem in an interpretation which reads the eighth amendment as including a right to pretrial release or, on the other hand, bypasses the eighth amendment and fashions a less sweeping and more flexible remedy in the name of due process and equal protection. By the former holding the kind of solution which the Europeans have evolved would be constitutionally proscribed, but if the second path is followed we might well end up with a system almost indistinguishable from that of the continent.

Accordingly this article first examines in some detail the threshold question: does the eighth amendment import a right to bail? It is my thesis that the particular form in which the bail question appears in the Constitution is the result of an historical accident, and that the most plausible resolution of this constitutional riddle is to find an intention to grant such a right. Second, if one assumes a right to bail, what constitutional meaning is to be attached in the case of indigents to the requirement that such bail shall not be “excessive”? The third section poses a hypothetical case which raises the major constitutional questions to suggest the kinds of problems with which the courts will be faced during the next decade. Finally, we will consider some of the policy and administrative problems which would be created by either an eighth amendment or a due process-equal protection resolution of the discrimination question.

I. THE EIGHTH AMENDMENT AND RIGHT TO BAIL

Recognition of the importance of bail in order to avoid pretrial imprisonment was a central theme in the long struggle to implement the promise of the famous 39th chapter of Magna Carta that “no *966 freeman shall be arrested, or detained in prison ... unless ... by the law of the land.” It is significant that three of the most critical steps in this process—the Petition of Right in 1628, the Habeas Corpus Act of 1679, and the Bill of Rights of 1689—grew out of cases which alleged abusive denial of freedom on bail pending trial.

*Darnel's Case* in 1627 involved five knights who had been thrown in prison by Charles I and who brought an action for habeas corpus at the king's bench. The return of the prison warden merely recited that Darnel “was and is committed by the special command of his majesty, &c.” Serjeant Bramston opened for his client by stating that “it is his petition, that he may be bailed from his imprisonment ... for it being before trial and conviction had by law, it is but an accusation, and he that is only accused ought by law to be let to bail.” The Attorney General argued that the version of Magna Carta chapter 39, enacted in 1354 upon which the petitioners relied did not apply to pretrial imprisonment. It was his position that only imprisonment pursuant to “final prosecution” must be “by due process of law”; the pretrial period “is not within the meaning of the statute.” When the judges proved their subservience to the King by denying release, the case was taken up in Commons as soon as Parliament convened early the next year. In the debates which ensued during the preparation of the Petition of Right there was repeated discussion of the fact that, if the decision in *Darnel's Case* stood, it would impair the effectiveness of the Statute of Westminster the First of 1275 which governed admission *967 to bail; thus Coke stated that “the cause of imprisonment must be known, else the statute will be of little force ....”
It was against this background that the Petition of Right was adopted and received from Charles I the grudging answer, “Soit droit fait comme il est désiré par le Petition.” Reciting the abuse of cases like that of Darnel, the Petition prayed that “no freeman in any such manner as is before mentioned, be imprisoned or detained” and thereby brought the force of Magna Carta to bear upon pretrial imprisonment.

Not quite half a century later, on June 27, 1676, one Jenkes was arrested and imprisoned, apparently for inciting to riot in making a speech asking that Charles II be petitioned to call a new Parliament. The charge was one which by statute required that Jenkes be admitted to bail, but on the following August 18 he was still trying in vain to get anyone to set and take his bail, and he was ultimately released only by an informal process. Cases such as Jenkes' in turn contributed to the enactment of the great Habeas Corpus Act of 1679, which recited that “many of the King's subjects have been and hereafter may be long detained in prison, in such cases where by law they are bailable ....” The act provided in great detail for an habeas corpus procedure which plugged the loopholes and made even the king's bench judges subject to penalties for noncompliance.

The Act of 1679 stopped the procedural runaround to which Jenkes had been subjected, but by setting impossibly high bail the judges erected another obstacle to thwart the purpose of the law on pretrial detention. When, therefore, Parliament drew up a Bill of Rights which was accepted by William and Mary as they assumed the throne, one of the abuses by which the late King was alleged to have tried “to subvert ... the laws and liberties of the kingdom” was that “excessive bail hath been required of persons committed in criminal cases, to elude the benefit of the laws made for the liberty of the subjects.” The remedy which followed was the language with which we are concerned: “That excessive bail ought not to be required ....”

Two things stand out in this history. The first is that relief against abusive pretrial imprisonment was one of those fundamental aspects of liberty which was of most concern during the formative era of English law. The evils which were being combatted were obvious; as Jenkes said in one of his futile petitions:

My Lord, I have been imprisoned since the 28th of June, to my great loss, charge, and prejudice of my health. I have hitherto been denied bail, Habeas Corpus and the Writ of Main-prize; which I am informed, were never before denied to any of his majesty's subjects in the like case .... I do not beg a discharge, for I desire nothing more than to clear my innocence by a public trial.

His friends added that without bail “he might lie there all his life-time without trial, which no subject ought to do.”

We should note, second, that as the English protection against pretrial detention evolved it came to comprise three separate but essential elements. The first was the determination of whether a given defendant had the right to release on bail, answered by the Petition of Right, by a long line of statutes which spelled out which cases must and which must not be bailed by justices of the peace or (in the early period) by sheriffs, and by the discretionary power of the judges of the king's bench to bail any case not bailable by the lower judiciary. Second was the simple, effective habeas corpus procedure which was developed to convert into reality rights derived from legislation which could otherwise be thwarted. Third was the protection against judicial abuse provided by the excessive bail clause of the Bill of Rights of 1689.

The protective structure thus stands like a three-legged stool, but when the Americans strengthened and converted their English statutory legacy into constitutional dogma they unaccountably left off one of the legs. This is the heart of the federal constitutional problem. The principle of habeas corpus found its way into Article 1, section 9 of the Constitution,
while the excessive bail language of the 1689 Bill of Rights was included in our eighth amendment. But the underlying right to the remedy of bail itself, which these enactments supplemented and guaranteed, was omitted.

Thus removed from its English historical context and standing, as it is, incomplete and alone, the excessive bail clause of the eighth amendment represents some of the most ambiguous language in the Bill of Rights. It is susceptible of at least three interpretations:

(1) Bail cannot be demanded in an excessive sum in cases made bailable by other provisions of law, but the clause of itself imports no right to bail. Such an interpretation reaches the extraordinary result of a constitutional provision being merely auxiliary to some other law, which in the federal system must be statutory. It requires one to believe that a basic human right would be deliberately inserted in a constitution in a form which permitted Congress to restrict it at will, or even to render the eighth amendment entirely moot by enacting legislation denying the right to bail in all cases. Such legislative power is consistent with the English theory of civil liberties, in which Parliament itself constitutes the ultimate authority from which there is no other protection, but would constitute an anomaly in the American Bill of Rights whose central concern was protection against abuse by Congress. The difficulty is compounded when it is recalled that the other clauses in the eighth amendment—no excessive fines and no cruel and unusual punishment—traditionally have been interpreted to protect against abuse of legislative but not of judicial discretion.

This first interpretation, moreover, leaves the amendment meaningless in the absence of legislation establishing the scope of the right to bail. The problem of such a patently incomplete constitutional protection on the subject of bail led most states, therefore, to supplement the excessive bail clause by a clause granting the right to bail in all noncapital cases. The two clauses were first found side by side in the North Carolina Constitution of 1776 and the Pennsylvania Constitution of 1790, and the pattern was widely copied in other states in the nineteenth century. The same anomaly would become acute in the federal system if the eighth amendment clause were held applicable to the states through the fourteenth amendment. Since the federal statutory right to bail could not be incorporated for this purpose, the Court would have to adopt one of the following alternative interpretations.

(2) Bail cannot be demanded in an excessive amount in cases in which the court sets bail, but in the absence of other statutory or constitutional restriction the court retains discretion to deny bail altogether. This widely-held interpretation fails to give effective protection even against judicial action, let alone possible legislative abuse. By making the clause say to the bail-setting court that it may not do indirectly what it is, however, permitted to do directly—deny release—the clause is reduced to the stature of little more than a pious platitude. If this is what the clause means, any purported application of it to the states through the fourteenth amendment would in practice amount only to a meaningless formality.

Men such as George Mason and James Madison, who were primarily responsible for the draftsmanship of the eighth amendment, felt with intensity the importance of what they were doing. It is difficult to believe that as to bail they intended nothing more than to play games with words.

(3) The excessive bail clause implies a constitutional right to bail. This frequently stated interpretation has been reached by finding that as a necessary implication or because of the difficulty of the alternatives posed above or, as suggested below, because it may be the interpretation most consistent with the historical evolution of the eighth amendment. One problem with this approach is that the precise scope of the “right” is undefined; for example, does it apply in capital cases, on appeal, or to allegedly especially dangerous offenders? Much more difficult is the obvious objection that if the founders intended by the eighth amendment to establish the right to bail in all or most cases, why did they not say so directly instead of clothing their purpose in ambiguity? They had ample colonial precedents for a forthright declaration of a right to bail, going back to the Massachusetts Body of Liberties in 1641. Indeed, only two years before the Bill of Rights was debated in Congress the Continental Congress had inserted as one of the protections enacted as part of the Ordinance to govern the Northwest Territory a bail guarantee which, omitting any reference to “excessive” bail, provided that “all
persons shall be bailable, unless for capital offences, where the proof shall be evident, or the presumption great." 51 This language, in turn, found its way into the Judiciary Act 52 which was debated in the first Congress concurrently with the debate on the proposed Bill of Rights.

While the paucity of direct evidence relevant to the enactment of the eighth amendment precludes a satisfactory historical answer to this interpretive riddle, much can be learned from an examination of how the precise language of the eighth amendment clause, and only this language, found its way to the floor of the first Congress. Contemporary American and English bail law is also significant in ascertaining the probable intention behind the use of the clause and is highly relevant to any attempt to accommodate the language of the amendment to the policy problems of current criminal administration.

A. The First Congress and the Colonial Experience With Bail

The bail problem was before the first Congress in the spring and summer of 1789 in two separate legislative packages: the excessive bail clause as one of the proposed amendments to the Constitution, and section 33 of the Judiciary Act extending an absolute right to bail in all noncapital federal criminal cases. Madison first announced his intention of introducing constitutional amendments in the House on May 4, 53 actually proposed them on June 8, 54 and reintroduced them on July 21. 55 The House sent seventeen proposed amendments to the Senate on August 24 56 and on September 21 concurred in the Senate's action reducing the number of amendments to twelve. 57 Meanwhile the Judiciary Act was drafted in a Senate committee between April 7 and June 12, 58 passed the Senate July 17, 59 was debated in the House on August 29 and 31 60 and, after some negotiation between the two branches, was finally completed with Senate passage on September 29. 61

Both the amendments and the Judiciary Act were controversial and were related, at least as perceived by opponents of the establishment 62 of a system of lower federal courts who sought both to obtain an amendment negating such a system and to defeat the plan in the Judiciary Act. 63 But most of the vigorous debate on the Bill of Rights turned on the question of whether or not any amendments at all were needed and the House debate on the Judiciary Act was almost entirely concerned with the lower federal court proposal. 64 Debate on the merits of particular proposals in either legislation was otherwise meagre or absent. As to bail there is no record of any debate in either House or Senate on the right to bail provision of the Judiciary Act, and there are only a few lines in the House record and nothing in the Senate's as to the excessive bail amendment.

In short, I have found nothing to indicate that anyone in Congress recognized the anomaly of advancing the basic right governing pretrial practice in the form of a statute while enshrining the subsidiary protection ensuring fair implementation of that right in the Constitution itself. Each bail provision was enacted as originally proposed, on the one hand, by Madison, and on the other, by the Senate committee. There is no evidence in Madison's speech in the House on June 8, in which for the first time he revealed the proposed content of the Bill of Rights, that he had any knowledge of what the Senate committee was about to recommend on the subject of bail. It is equally unlikely that the Senate committee, which had already been working for two months on the Judiciary Act and which reported its draft bill only four days after Madison's speech, was influenced in drafting its bail proposal by either that speech or by any knowledge that a constitutional amendment on the subject might be enacted at some indefinite time in the future. Whereas in June even the desirability of any bill of rights was uncertain, passage of a judiciary act was recognized as an immediate necessity. 65 There is, therefore, no evidence in the concurrent consideration of the Bill of Rights and Judiciary Act of any deliberate congressional intention to exclude a right to bail under what became the eighth amendment.
Even if what happened in Congress in 1789 is not helpful in resolving the anomaly of the eighth amendment, we are fortunate in having other evidence which goes far to explain how this curious development occurred. Just as the right to bail statute and the excessive bail amendment were apparently independently conceived and considered in the Congress, they were the products of two entirely different chains of historical development.

The first of these separate chains was the background English history to which we have already made reference. By the time of the American revolution, English bail law was a tangled morass. The basic Statute of Westminster the First of 1275 provided a detailed enumeration of what offenses sheriffs must bail or could not bail and remained the basic guideline “for five centuries and a-half.” It represented a reaction against abuses which had developed under earlier law which gave sheriffs discretion whether or not to admit to bail. In succeeding centuries many additional statutes were piled one upon another as the power to bail was transferred from the sheriff to the justice of the peace and as Parliament sought to check illegal bailing of nonbailable offenders. Such English bail statutes were important matrices in the struggle which shaped our criminal procedure. As we have already noted, the detailed statutory pattern was reinforced by the Petition of Right, the Habeas Corpus Act and the excessive bail clause of the 1689 Bill of Rights.

This confusing legislative patchwork quilt was not discarded until well into the nineteenth century, when by 7 Geo. 4, c. 64, and 11 & 12 Vict., c. 42, s. 23, all prior legislation was repealed and, in a major modification of policy, the justices of the peace were given discretionary power to grant or deny bail in all felonies or common law misdemeanors. But at the time of the enactment of the eighth amendment the basic pattern was legislation which either required the justice to admit to bail or to deny it. There were two exceptions to this nondiscretionary policy. One was the fact that during the proliferation of statutes after 1275 there crept in a third category of cases, described by Blackstone as “of a dubious nature,” which “seem to have been in the discretion of the justices, whether bailable or not.” Second, the statutes all related to the bailing power of the justice of the peace or, in very early times, the sheriff. Cases which the justices were forbidden to admit to bail were apparently always bailable in the discretion of a higher judge or court such as the king's bench; in any event that power was settled by the Petition of Right of 1628 and in the Parliamentary debate of that year it was stated that this discretionary power to bail even the most serious cases “the constant practice hath been anciently and modernly to bail men ...”

When one turns to prerevolutionary America the English statutory pattern was in force in at least some of the colonies. In New York, the Charter of Liberties and Privileges of 1683 incorporated a right to bail which excepted “treason or felony plainly and specially Expressed and menconed in the Warrant ...” As this limitation is taken almost verbatim from the Habeas Corpus Act's clause excepting the same class from the act, and as its reenactment in 1691 expressly referred to English bail law, it serves as another indication of the interrelationship of English and some colonial legislation.

By far the most significant thing about the colonial experience, however, was an entirely indigenous development which deviated sharply from English precedent and which ultimately produced the language of the Judiciary Act adopted by the first Congress. This stream goes back to the Massachusetts Body of Liberties in 1641, which included the following provision:

18. No mans person shall be restrained or imprisoned by any Authority what so ever, before the Law hath sentenced him thereto, If he can put in sufficient securitie, bayle or mainprise, for his appearance, and good behavior in the meane time, unlesse it be Crimes Capital, and Contempts in open Court, and in such cases where some expresse act of Court [i.e. legislature] doth allow it.

Where this major bench mark in American bail history came from appears to be a mystery; there was certainly nothing like it in England. According to Winthrop, the Body of Liberties resulted from the desire to substitute “positive laws”
for those cases in which the magistrates “might proceed according to their discretions.” The clause was reenacted in 1648 as part of the first comprehensive codification in the colony.

The Massachusetts pattern reappeared in numerous forms along the way to the first Congress of 1789. In 1682 it was stated in the fundamental law of Pennsylvania in a form which reappeared in North Carolina in 1776 and later was widely copied in 19th century state constitutions: “That all prisoners shall be bailable by sufficient sureties, unless for capital offences, where the proof is evident, or the presumption great ....”

In the decade immediately preceding debates in the first Congress, the Massachusetts influence appeared again in two important acts. In the fall of 1776 the Virginia legislature ordered a complete “revisal” of its laws to adapt them “into conformity with republican principles,” and delegated the task to a small committee of which Jefferson was a member. As part of this work Jefferson drafted a bill which entirely eliminated any judicial discretion as to whether bail should be granted “if the crime be punishable in life or limb, or if it be manslaughter, and there be good cause to believe the party guilty thereof, he shall not be admitted to bail; all other cases are bailable.” Another bill in the “revisal” was an act “for Proportioning Crimes and Punishments in Cases Heretofore Capital,” in which Jefferson propounded his occasionally strangely repressive and sometimes brilliantly radical proposals for criminal law reform. Read together, the two bills provide a comparatively liberal bail structure. Aside from treason and murder, where capital punishment was retained, statistically important crimes like burglary, housebreaking, all forms of larceny and horsestealing were made noncapital and thereby bailable. Jefferson had some strange notions about rape, sodomy and maiming of which he later recanted, and whether these offenses were intended to be bailable depended upon whether, for example, cutting through the cartilage of the nose “a hole of one half inch diameter at the least” constituted a crime punishable in life or limb” (and thereby non-bailable).

This Virginia “revisal of the laws” did not reach the Virginia legislature until 1785. Jefferson being out of the country, Madison introduced the bills and was thus acquainted at first hand with the liberal, nondiscretionary approach to bail which characterized this stream of colonial development. Many years later Jefferson paid tribute to “the unwearied exertions of Mr. Madison” in steering the revision through the legislature “in opposition to the endless quibbles, chicaneries, perversions, vexations and delays of lawyers and demilawyers ....” The end result was anomalous: the bail bill was adopted but the crimes act defeated in the House by a single vote, leaving a bail provision designed to be broad rather restrictive instead.

In 1787 this preconstitutional liberal trend culminated in the Continental Congress with the adoption of the Northwest Ordinance, to which we will return in a moment, guaranteeing an absolute right to bail in noncapital cases in terms substantially identical to those used in Pennsylvania in 1682.

By the time of the first Congress, then, American experience had gone far beyond contemporaneous English law in the scope given the right to bail. Haskins’ comment about the significance of the bail provision in the Massachusetts Body of Liberties is equally applicable to Pennsylvania and the Virginia Revision: “In the simplicity of its administration, as well as in the protection that it afforded to the accused, the colonial practice was certainly far in advance of the English.” This in turn was part of a broad humanization of the criminal law which ran far ahead of contemporaneous English thought and practice. This liberalization was not just the example of a Jefferson who was decades if not centuries ahead of his own time, but was characteristic of influential colonial opinion. The Quaker leadership of Pennsylvania won world-wide renown for their progressive leadership in penology, while in Massachusetts...
... no more striking or important example of the influence of Puritan beliefs upon the law can be found than in the procedures developed for dealing with criminal offenses. The evidence of the court records provides notable illustrations of the extent to which the magistrates directed the criminal law of the colony away from traditional concepts of retribution which permeated English criminal law, toward practices which emphasized moral persuasion in order to reform the offender. The colonial laws prescribed relatively mild punishments for crimes such as theft and burglary for which many hundreds of Englishmen were sent to the gallows every year.

Equally striking are the opposing tendencies in English and American law with regard to the amount of discretion extended to the judiciary in the determination of right to release on bail. We have seen in England a movement from the legislation of 1275 which, reacting against abuse of discretion, imposed upon the lower judiciary a nondiscretionary pattern, through centuries in which there was a slow accretion of some discretionary power, with an ultimate substitution in the nineteenth century of a broad judicial discretion in place of legislative definition of the scope of the right. By the time this last stage had been reached, America had moved so far in the other direction that, usually by explicit state constitutional provision or, as in the federal system, by statute, the right to bail had become absolute in all noncapital cases. Thus Jefferson's Virginia bill was explicit in depriving the justice of all discretion, providing punishment if he “let any go at large, on bail, who is not bailable, or refuse to admit to bail any who have right to be so admitted ....” At the time of the first Congress, the American trend towards a fixed absolute right was already well advanced, but the significant change in England towards discretion was still largely in the future.

In the light of this history on both sides of the Atlantic, statements such as the following by the New Jersey Supreme Court are incomprehensible: “At common law ... in this country ... the grant of bail in all cases rested in the discretion of the courts.” The only authorities cited for this proposition were three cases involving capital offenses. Similarly barren of relevant authority are comparable declarations in California and New York. In Carlson v. Landon, a 5-4 majority of the Supreme Court held that alien communists under deportation charges are not entitled to bail under the eighth amendment. The rather cavalier paragraph by which the majority disposes of the issue is ambiguous. It concludes only that the amendment “does not require that bail be allowed under the circumstances of these cases,” but earlier the Court implied that in any event the excessive bail clause does not confer a right to bail in ordinary criminal prosecutions. The court states that the English excessive bail clause “has never been thought to accord a right to bail in all cases, but merely to provide that bail shall not be excessive in those cases where it is proper to grant bail.” Aside from the misleading use of the word “proper,” as if the court regarded propriety as a judicially instead of legislatively determined factor, the authority cited to support the statement indicates that the majority misunderstood English bail law as it then existed. For this sentence the Court referred to the section of an 1824 English bail treatise which dealt with the common law powers of the court of king's bench to bail in their discretion offenses made nonbailable by statute. Of course this discretionary power to afford relief for meritorious but nonbailable cases is entirely irrelevant to the issue of what relationship may exist between an excessive bail clause and the right to bail. This misconception about the relative distribution of bail power among the various English courts and the fact that American courts seem not to have realized that the bail powers of the justices of the peace have been largely discretionary only since 1826 may be responsible for the error of assuming English bail law always to have been discretionary.

*980 B. The Unknown Social History of Bail

How well a bail system works in effectuating the policy of releasing defendants prior to conviction cannot be ascertained from reading constitutions, statutes, and cases. A future historian who had only such sources available to him in trying to ascertain what was actually going on today would be completely misled, for although our paper rights cast us in a
very liberal light, our practice is in fact quite repressive. What we need is a social history of bail which would allow us to compare actual pretrial practices in relevant periods of history. Such data does not exist and cannot be reconstructed. All we can find are hints from which we guess how much risk society really took and how the costs of a pretrial administration were actually allocated between the defendant and the state in any given period. But such guesses are hazardous. The Statute of Westminster the First, which provided a substantial list of offenses which were bailable even though together with a longer enumeration of nonbailable crimes, also suggests at least a certain liberality. Indeed, our “historical evidence” indicates that in England in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries pretrial detention was actually rarely utilized. It is difficult, however, to draw any useful conclusions from these facts about how early English bail policy actually worked in practice. Not only were most of the seriously accused excluded because of the proliferation of capital crimes, but primitive procedures for dealing with persons accused removed many more from the pretrial population. In 1275 both outlawry and the hue and cry were still extant; in the thirteenth century “this [hue and cry] barbaric justice is ridding England of more malefactors than the king's courts can hang.” Under either of these procedures the question of what to do with a man between arrest and trial was entirely moot, because there was no pretrial period to speak of and virtually no trial, the culprit being hustled to his death in short order. Society can perhaps afford the luxury of a liberal bail procedure if it is certain that all the really dangerous and obviously guilty defendants have been hanged first. In any event, even more than today, bail legislation on the statute books probably bore little relation to the actualities of practice.

Emphasis has been given above to the importance of the Massachusetts Body of Liberties of 1641 in that it deviated from and liberalized English bail law. But the theoretical liberality of that 1641 bail statute should not be overdrawn. Massachusetts punished with death and therefore made nonbailable the offenses of idolatry, witchcraft, blasphemy, bestiality, sodomy, adultery, rape, man stealing, treason, false witness with intent to take life, cursing or smiting a parent, stubbornness or rebelliousness on the part of a son against his parents, and homicide committed with malice prepense, by guile or poisoning, or suddenly in ... anger or cruelty or passion. Here Massachusetts did soften the more barbaric law of England—most notably, the list of capital offenses omits burglary, robbery and larceny while its oddities can be explained by an examination of the book of Deuteronomy to which the Puritans were so devoted. But it would be fallacious to compare the Massachusetts statute with contemporary provisions using almost identical language. Social conditions doubtless made it much harder in fact for an accused to flee the jurisdiction, probably detention facilities were inadequate, and the general immobility of the population imposed risks on society of a very different order.

However, there is some Massachusetts data suggesting that the liberality of the written law was reflected in practice although the details of actual administration are substantially unknown. The published records of some seventeenth century Massachusetts courts indicate that it was routine to release pending trial defendants charged with such serious and sometimes capital offenses as: burglary, theft, aggravated assault and battery, attempted rape, bigamy, fornication and bastardy (the favorite offenses of that colony at that time), arson, infanticide, manslaughter and blasphemy. Some New York records suggest similar liberality, for example, release in cases of sedition, riot, treason, theft and murder, together with one instance of bail pending appeal following imposition of the death sentence. There are scattered instances of pretrial practice in the court records of other colonies, and the frequent declarations of forfeiture also attest to a common pattern of pretrial release. When bond was required committal to jail was the alternative to putting up the required security; but in the great majority of instances cited, the record shows that the accused was actually released. While these colonial practice materials which have been available to me are fragmentary, I have found...
in them no indication of anything other than liberal administration of the relatively liberal colonial laws. They constitute some evidence of the attitude which the former colonists brought with them to independence and constitution-making.

C. The Virginia Declaration of Rights

It is probably not surprising that for nearly ninety years after Parliament had enacted the English Bill of Rights there appears to have been no reference to excessive bail in any American legislation. The charter-making period of colonial history had been completed by the end of the seventeenth century and in any event the colonists, as British subjects, assumed they were protected by the principles of such basic English legislation as Magna Carta, the Habeas Corpus Act, and the Bill of Rights. In any event, the excessive bail proviso of the 1689 Bill of Rights was merely one segment of the English history, and we have already noted that the preamble of this clause makes it abundantly clear that its only purpose was to shore up the enforcement of preexisting rights to bail. The relatively subsidiary importance of the clause in English law is illustrated by Blackstone's relegation of it to a single sentence buried in the middle of a five-page chapter on bail.

But in June of 1776, less than a month before the proclamation of the Declaration of Independence in Philadelphia, the Virginia legislature enacted the famous Virginia Declaration of Rights, and here for the first time, as clause nine, appeared the language taken from the English Bill of Rights: “That excessive bail ought not to be required, nor excessive fines imposed, nor cruel and unusual punishments inflicted.” With the substitution of “shall not” for “ought not to be,” this is the wording of the eighth amendment. Aside from the obvious inference to be drawn from the identity of language, the path from Williamsburg in 1776 to the Congress in 1789 can easily be traced. The Virginia Declaration exercised a magnetic force, and its ninth section was incorporated in the Revolutionary period constitutions of Maryland, Delaware, North Carolina, Georgia and Massachusetts. It was in Virginia, moreover, that one of the most vigorous fights developed in the struggle over ratification of the Constitution. By the time of the Virginia debate the Constitution had been ratified without qualification in six states; three others, Massachusetts, South Carolina and New Hampshire, had coupled ratification with strong recommendations for the adoption of certain amendments as a bill of rights. These did not, however, make any reference to bail. This latter procedure was adopted in Virginia, whose convention recommended a bill of rights closely following the language of their earlier Declaration of Rights, including the excessive bail clause. The subsequent ratifications by New York, North Carolina and Rhode Island included the same recommendation. When Madison rose in the House of Representatives a year later to propose the amendments which became the Bill of Rights he took the excessive bail language exactly as it had been recommended by the Virginia Convention, which in turn had taken it verbatim from the 1776 Declaration.

D. The Role of George Mason

The man who wrote both the Declaration of Rights in 1776 and the amendments proposed to Congress by the Virginia ratification convention in 1788 was George Mason, one of the unsung heroes of the revolutionary era. As the evidence is persuasive that the excessive bail language of the Declaration was carried forward into the Bill of Rights without further thought or analysis after it left Mason's hands, his role is one of critical importance in understanding the original objective of these few words.

There was little about Mason which would have foretold his creative genius in fashioning our constitutional law. Although educated in the library of a lawyer uncle which included a generous share of law books and although he served for many years as a lay justice for Fairfax County, he had no technical training or experience as a lawyer. He was preoccupied with raising nine young children after the death of his wife and with managing a 5,000-acre plantation just down river from Mount Vernon with 500 slaves who not only produced and shipped out tobacco and wheat but also made the plantation almost entirely self-sufficient in such matters as food, liquor, lumber, clothing and shoes. His correspondence was mostly about his immediate concerns: running the plantation, requisitioning supplies and powder.
for the militia, promoting the development of western land, collecting his debts or getting his debtors thrown in jail, riding to hounds or hunting deer in his private game preserve with his neighbor, George Washington, and protecting the Potomac from marauding robbers or scavenging British naval parties. Throughout his life he shunned public office, and only the most compelling circumstances could dislodge him from these local, family, and plantation responsibilities. The Virginia Convention of June, 1776, was such a circumstance, and it catapulted him into the role of chief architect of fundamental American liberties.

Two years before, in 1774, Mason had drafted the Fairfax Resolves, a protest document whose influence can be seen in the Declaration and Resolves of the First Continental Congress later that year. At that time, however, Mason's role was not that of rebel but of loyal British subject, importuning and pleading in the great tradition which before had produced such monuments as Magna Carta, the Petition of Right delivered to Charles I and the English Bill of Rights of 1688. But when the 1776 Virginia convention met, the die for revolution had been cast—the Declaration of Independence was only four weeks away and the task was to form a new government for the Commonwealth. Mason himself noted that his draft Declaration of Rights was the first document of its kind in American history. Nor had it any counterpart in England, whose great charters of liberty were either statutes like the Habeas Corpus Act with “no noble language, just down-to-earth regulations ...” or enactments like Magna Carta and the Bill of Rights, in which specific concessions were obtained from the Crown. Indeed, the form of the English Bill of Rights bears a striking resemblance to the colonial protest documents of 1774, first spelling out grievances and then reaching for solutions. Mason's outlook in 1776, however, was entirely prospective. There was no certain form of future government, no body of existing law and precedent whose incorporation could be assumed, and he described as his objective the creation of a “new government upon a broad foundation” and the provision of “the most effectual securities for the essential rights of human nature, both in civil and religious liberty.” The philosophy of Locke and Sidney, some of the finest creations of the 600 year struggle for liberty in England, a strong conviction of the importance of man, and an intense but practical idealism were some of the ingredients that filtered through his mind into the Declaration. It is difficult today, when much of what he wrote has become trite with familiarity, to appreciate the extent of Mason's creative innovation. This is because his selection and phrasing was borrowed by Jefferson for the Declaration of Independence, because the Virginia Declaration became the model for most subsequent state constitutions, and because many of the clauses found their way into the Bill of Rights. But anyone who puts himself into its historical context in reading Mason's Declaration is likely to agree with Jefferson's estimate of Mason as “a man of the first order of wisdom among those who acted on the theatre of the revolution, of expansive mind, profound judgment, cogent in argument, learned in the lore of our former constitution, and earnest for the republican change on democratic principles.”

Why, then, in a document generally so well adapted to its purpose, did Mason deal with the problem of pretrial detention in so incomplete and ambiguous a fashion? In every other operative clause of the Declaration, for example, habeas corpus, jury trial, confrontation, venue, self-incrimination, general searches, the prohibition against governmental action is clearly stated. The defect in his treatment of bail seems most likely to have arisen from Mason's failure to appreciate what I have stressed above: the tripartite nature of the English protection against abusive pretrial detention, involving procedure and the right to bail as well as control of the judicial abuse of excessive bail. This was lawyer's law, and whereas Mason was certainly familiar with the ringing language of the English Bill of Rights, the underlying fundamental bail law was buried in technical jargon. Mason himself recognized his limitations in this respect. When four years later he was appointed to serve on the committee for the revision of Virginia law, he excused himself “as, being no lawyer, he felt himself unqualified for the work.”

Mason's mistake, if such it was, was thereafter carried forward with so little discussion that the latent ambiguity of the clause was never noticed. The only reference in the record of congressional debate on the Bill of Rights to the excessive bail clause is the following statement in the House, set out in its entirety:
Mr. Livermore.—The clause seems to express a great deal of humanity, on which account I have no objection to it; but as it seems to have no meaning in it, I do not think it necessary. What is meant by the terms excessive bail? Who are to be the judges? 124

The speaker then made similarly brief objections to the vagueness of the other clauses of the amendment. This observation could have provoked the kind of debate which would have illuminated the entire question, but instead the record shows only that the amendment was then “agreed to by a considerable majority.”

Mason's drafting error might also have been corrected if note had been taken of a curious occurrence in the Continental Congress in 1787. The Northwest Ordinance adopted in that year, as noted *987 above, included a guarantee (to “forever remain unaltered unless by common consent”) whose language provides an interesting contrast to the eighth amendment:

Article the Second ... all persons shall be bailable, unless for capital offences, where the proof shall be evident, or the presumption great; all fines shall be moderate; and no cruel or unusual punishments shall be inflicted .... 125

The first clause is taken almost verbatim from the Pennsylvania law of 1682, and the rest is adapted from the second part of paragraph 10 of the English Bill of Rights but omits the opening language of that paragraph which proscribes excessive bail. The omission, then, must have been deliberate. This deduction is reinforced by the fact that the draftsman of the Ordinance was Nathan Dane of Massachusetts, who stated that he was guided “mainly, from the laws of Massachusetts.” 126 The Massachusetts constitution of 1780, in turn, had incorporated verbatim the excessive bail clause of Mason's Virginia Declaration. Unlike Mason, Dane was a well trained and experienced lawyer. 127 One can only speculate that, not without reason, he may have regarded the excessive bail clause as unnecessary surplusage because the requirement that “all persons be bailable” included by necessary implication the requirement that bail be reasonable. But Dane was not a member of the first Congress, and there was no one present to correct Mason's apparent assumption that the excessive bail clause alone was sufficient to epitomize the protections evolved from the long struggle against pretrial imprisonment.

Two other factors give some support for my conclusion that the excessive bail clause was meant to provide a constitutional right to bail and that the inadequacy of the form adopted for this purpose was the result of inadvertence. The first is that bail was apparently not a point of dispute between the colonies and England immediately before the Revolution. It is not mentioned in the 1774 protest documents such as the Fairfax Resolves, the Declaration and Resolves of the First Continental Congress, or the Address to the People of Quebec. This was doubtless in part due to the development of separate American law on the subject and in part to an unchallenged assumption that the *988 right against pretrial imprisonment existed. Chafee has noted a similar lack of contemporaneous discussion about habeas corpus, where the “importance of the writ itself is virtually taken for granted.” 128 Thus many early state constitutions failed to mention habeas corpus at all. “It had been so long and solidly established in every colony that assertion was probably considered unnecessary. Contrast the urgency of including freedom of religion and speech and several other liberties which had been often impaired in colonial history.” 129 Not unnaturally attention was concentrated on issues of immediate controversy; bail got carried along on a kind of automatic historical reflex.
Second, to construe the eighth amendment as not providing a constitutional right to bail secure against legislative abridgment flies in the face of everything we know about the purpose of the Bill of Rights as a whole. When Madison first proposed the Bill of Rights in Congress he stressed the inadequacy of the English approach in its declaration of rights:

In the declaration of rights which that country has established, the truth is, they have gone no farther than to raise a barrier against the power of the Crown; the power of the legislature is left altogether indefinite ....

But although ... it may not be thought necessary to provide limits for the legislative power in that country, yet a different opinion prevails in the United States. The people of many states have thought it necessary to raise barriers against power in all forms and departments of Government ....

He then went on to stress that protection against abuse

must be levelled against the Legislative [branch], for it is the most powerful, and most likely to be abused, because it is under the least control. Hence, so far as a declaration of rights can tend to prevent the exercise of undue power, it cannot be doubted but such declaration is proper.\(^\text{131}\)

Ten years later, in writing about freedom of the press and the Sedition Act, Madison reiterated that whereas the English Bill of Rights was “not reared against the Parliament, but against the royal perogative, ... in the United States the case is altogether different” in that protection against legislative abuse is also secured.\(^\text{132}\)

\textbf{*989} In conclusion, no direct evidence has been found as to the intent behind the ambiguous language of the excessive bail clause, but all the circumstances surrounding its adoption in the first Congress argue against giving it a narrow reading. These include the critical place of protests against abusive pretrial detention in the evolution of English liberty, the nondiscretionary character of contemporaneous English law, the colonial experience with liberalizing bail law, the contemporaneous legislation during the period of the Confederation, the circumstances surrounding the Virginia Declaration of Rights, Mason's expressed intent to provide “effectual securities for ... essential rights,” and the objective through the Bill of Rights to provide protection against legislative abuse. What the precise scope and substance of this right to bail should be under modern conditions neither can nor should be deduced from history. But however such detail may be resolved, the only end which seems consistent with these historical antecedents is that the clause was intended to afford protection against pretrial imprisonment in a broad category of cases.

\textbf{II. THE APPLICATION OF THE EIGHTH AMENDMENT}

\textbf{A. An Historical Caveat: Bail History and the Poor}

When we turn to the nature of the protection afforded by a right to bail and its application to the high proportion of indigent defendants in modern society, the potential usefulness of historical evidence sharply diminishes. We have already noted that under colonial practice in at least a few courts most defendants appeared to be released, but there are instances in which the defendants were unable to obtain release. In one case heard by Judge Pynchon in Massachusetts in July, 1674, James Browne and Benjamin Allyn were charged with burglary and theft:

I required Both of them to become Bound in .20£ Bond a piece with .2. sufficient suertys for theire appearance at Next County Court at Springfield in September next as also for theire good Behaviour in the
meane tyme. [Accordingly] Benjamin Allyn in Twenty Pounds and Israell Dewey as suerty in like sum ... Doe acknowledge themselves Bound ... and in case of default therein to forfeite the said sums .... James Browne finding noe Suertys was committed ... till the Cort or till he shall find suerty ... 133

*990 It is impossible to determine whether, in the absence of professional bondsmen, the courts placed any restrictions upon allowing defendants to sign their own bonds or upon whom they would accept as sureties. Indeed, it is important to recall that few persons in the colonies would have been concerned or have even thought about the welfare of poor classes from which so large a proportion of our defendant population is drawn. In 1777 the Continental Congress, in providing in article IV of the Articles of Confederation for “free ingress and regress” of citizens among states, explicitly excluded from its operation those citizens who were “paupers.” In 1788, a year before Congress was to consider what was to become the eighth amendment, Massachusetts enacted legislation which, supplemented in 1794 and 1796, provided for compulsory work in houses of correction for, *inter alia*, “all rogues, vagabonds and idle persons” and “common railers or brawlers, such as neglect their callings or employment, mispend what they earn, and do not provide for themselves for the support of their families ...”; 134 for the expulsion of Negroes 135 and of nonresident “vagrant, strolling and poor people” who “intrude and shelter themselves ... to the injury of the rightful inhabitants”; 136 for binding out to work for a year at a time all persons

married or unmarried, upwards of twenty-one years of age, as are able of body, but have no visible means of support, who live idly, and use and exercise no ordinary or daily lawful trade or business to get their living by; 137

and for the removal of paupers to their lawful settlements. 138 This legislation was widely copied by other states in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. 139 As late as 1837 the United States Supreme Court noted that it is “as competent and as necessary for a State to provide precautionary measures against the moral pestilence of paupers, vagabonds, and possibly convicts, as it is to guard against [a] physical *991 pestilence ....*” 140 That historical manifestation of this attitude most directly relevant to pretrial detention is imprisonment for debt. In 1830, for example, it was estimated that in the northern and eastern states three times as many persons were imprisoned for debt as were imprisoned for crime. The number reached 50,000 a year including 7,000 in Pennsylvania, which ostensibly had abolished imprisonment for debt in 1776, 141 and of these, thirty Philadelphians were jailed for debts of less than one dollar. 142

A similar attitude toward the poor prevailed in England as reflected in the culmination of centuries of repressive legislation which sought, *inter alia*, to keep the price of labor down by harsh vagrancy legislation 143 and centuries of “poor” laws whose operation in the eighteenth century was described by Sidney and Beatrice Webb as “callous inhumanity,” “brutal demoralisation” and “heedless cruelty” with inadequate “provision for even the most innocent and deserving” of the poor and an “almost complete lack of any intelligent treatment of the infants and children, the sick and those of unsound mind.” 144 One recoils at the wealth of documentation provided for this statement. For example, in 1815 eleven London parishes, in order to be spared the expense of support, took 2,026 children of poor parents from their families and shipped them out to manufacturers in the north of England. 145

This was the context in which the law of bail developed. It is not surprising that a society unconcerned about the callous cruelty of the poor laws or the imprisonment of civil debtors also did not become excited about economic discrimination against alleged criminals. What is surprising is that it is taking so long for the changed attitude towards the poor in other contexts to percolate down to the bail system. Imprisonment for debt was substantially controlled in the nineteenth
century, the Social Security Act enacted in 1933, and restrictions on interstate travel of paupers outlawed in 1941. But only in recent years has the bail problem as it affects indigent defendants in the pretrial period come to the surface, and only in very recent years has it arisen in the courts.

B. “Excessive Bail” in Indigent Cases

The threshold of the problem for paupers that courts must decide is the constitutional standard which determines whether bail is excessive. Relevant case history is scanty. The first significant decision involved one Lawrence, who was taken into custody in 1835 after he had fired two loaded pistols at President Jackson in the capitol rotunda but missed. Lawrence was brought before Chief Judge Cranch, who “supposed bail in $1,000 would be sufficient, as it was not a penitentiary offense, there being no actual battery, and as he did not appear to have any property.” The district attorney objected that the defendant's friends might bail him out so he could try again.

The chief judge then said that there was no evidence before him to induce a suspicion that any other person was concerned in the act; that the constitution forbade him to require excessive bail; and that to require larger bail than the prisoner could give would be to require excessive bail, and to deny bail in a case clearly bailable by law .... That the discretion of the magistrate in taking bail in a criminal case, is to be guided by the compound consideration of the ability of the prisoner to give bail, and the atrocity of the offence. That as the prisoner had some reputable friends who might be disposed to bail him, he would require bail in the sum of $1,500. The sum, if the ability of the prisoner only were to be considered, is, probably, too large; but if the atrocity of the offence alone were considered, might seem too small ....

The opinion is ambiguous as to whether the 1,500 dollars was designed to make it possible or impossible for Lawrence's “reputable friends” to bail him; in either event the bail issue was soon mooted when Lawrence was committed on the ground of insanity.

But at least the court recognized the impossible dilemma posed by the eighth amendment and its opinion might have launched further analysis of the problem. Instead, however, the courts retreated to double-talk and silence. Only a handful of cases since Lawrence even reach the question of the defendant's financial inability to raise the amount demanded. Few have seemed to follow the Lawrence dictum; others have ignored the matter, flatly stated that the inability of the accused to make bail is not grounds for relief, or given the issue that summary treatment reserved for frivolous questions—or very difficult problems. Still other courts have subordinated the defendant's ability to some objective standard such as the suitability of the amount as proportionate to the offense charged or the ability of “the ordinary citizen in like circumstances.” The circular reasoning characteristic of the encyclopedists is in this instance an unfortunate accurate reflection of the barren state of the case law:

Bail must not be in a prohibitory amount, more than the accused can reasonably be expected under the circumstances to give, for if so it is substantially a denial of bail within the constitutional provision. However, a mere inability to procure bail in a certain amount does not of itself make such amount excessive ....

As to actual practice bail studies have abundantly proved that the Lawrence dictum is largely ignored. In the New York bail study in no observed case did a magistrate ask about the defendant's financial ability, and in two-thirds of the cases observed in the Philadelphia study no questions were asked about any of the factors said to be relevant to setting bail. Indeed, the Attorney General's Poverty Committee recently noted the characteristic failure of American
bail practice to establish any procedure “to provide the bail-setting authority with relevant factual data indispensable to sound bail decisions.” 157

The only other pre-1960 case worth special mention is *Stack v. Boyle*, 158 although not directly on point since the twelve Smith Act conspiracy defendants did not allege that they were indigent. Rather each objected that bail had been set in the uniform amount of $50,000 dollars for the illegitimate purpose of assuring that they would remain in jail pending trial. Apparently envisaging an individualized procedure, the Court sent the cases back “so that a hearing may be held for the purpose of fixing reasonable bail for each petitioner.” 159 The Supreme Court's opinion gave constitutional sanction under the eighth amendment to the Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 46(c) standard that the amount is to be such as to “insure the presence of the defendant” and that anything more, presumably that exacted for any other purpose, is excessive. 160 But neither the Court's opinion nor that of Mr. Justice Jackson used language calculated to advance the position of indigents. *995* The Court stated that the base standard to be applied is the amount “usually fixed for serious charges of crime”; if any greater amount is required “that is a matter to which evidence should be directed in a hearing so that the constitutional rights of each petitioner may be preserved.” 161 On the other hand Mr. Justice Jackson noted that if the unusually high bail was set merely to keep the defendants in jail, “it is contrary to the whole policy and philosophy of bail.” 162 He then added: “This is not to say that every defendant is entitled to such bail as he can provide, but he is entitled to an opportunity to make it in a reasonable amount.” 163

There seems to be implied dictum in these words that bail set in the average amount is reasonable and that individualization is required only for amounts greater than the average. This also seems to be the most plausible explanation of the earlier case law. The Court does not explicitly go as far as a very early New Hampshire case, which quoted with apparent approval Hawkins' statement that bail “ought never to be less than 40l for a capital crime, but may be as much higher” as the justice in his discretion sees fit. 164 Yet the effect of *Stack v. Boyle* is to leave courts free to establish such minimum scales, and the evidence is overwhelming that this is in fact what has been done. 165

The bail “usually fixed” for serious crimes, however, is in an amount which the great majority of defendants cannot make. Thus for robbery bail of 2,500 dollars at least is probably the norm, 166 although available studies show that the following proportions of defendants could not make bail in the amounts shown:

*996* (a) $1,501-$2,500, 60 percent of a sample of 286 federal defendants in four districts; 167

(b) $501-$1,500, over half of the accused, in a three year study of the Southern District in New York; 168

(c) $1,000 or more, 68 percent of a sample of Philadelphia state court defendants; 169

(d) $2,500, 63 percent of New York City state felony defendants. 170

Those high sounding platitudes in the opinions in *Stack v. Boyle* 171 certainly take on a hollow tone when it is realized that the case apparently sanctions the very bail-setting law which has brought about such results.
What is most perplexing is why observers of the bail system lost sight of this obvious and devastating discrimination, seen so clearly early in our history. Soon after Chief Judge Cranch decided the Lawrence case, one of the early students of the sociology of law made the same point even more forcefully. Discussing some of the anomalies he had found in America, De Toqueville wrote:

[N]o man can entirely shake off the influence of the past; and the settlers, intentionally or not, mingled habits and notions derived from their education and the traditions of their country with those habits and notions which were exclusively their own....

I shall quote a single example to illustrate my meaning. The civil and criminal procedure of the Americans has only two means of action,—committal or bail. The first act of the magistrate is to exact security from the defendant, or, in case of refusal, to incarcerate him....

It is evident that such a legislation is hostile to the poor, and favorable only to the rich. The poor man has not always a security to produce, even in a civil case; and if he is obliged to wait for justice in prison, he is speedily reduced to distress.... Nothing can be more aristocratic than this system of legislation. Yet in America, it is the poor who *997 make the law, and they usually reserve the greatest advantages of society to themselves. The explanation of the phenomenon is to be found in England; the laws of which I speak are English, and the Americans have retained them, although repugnant to the general tenor of their legislation and the mass of their ideas. 172

But later observers of the bail system, perhaps on the philosophy that what is ordained 173 and inevitable 174 is not worth troubling about, have paid little attention to the problem. There are only scattered references in the writings on bail of Arthur Beeley, 175 Raymond Moley, 176 and Wayne Morse 177 to the impact of the system upon the poor. Even such an admirable precursor of modern empirical sociological research as the Cleveland Crime Survey of 1920-1922 directed by Dean Pound and Justice Frankfurter, was inexplicably silent on the social efficacy of the bail system as measured by the proportion of defendants who obtained pretrial freedom. 178

One of the most disturbing manifestations of this blindness has been the preoccupation of bail reformers with attempts to clean up the graft and abuse traditionally associated with bail bondsmen. The two most common targets have been the practice whereby bondsmen reduce their cost of doing business by avoiding forfeiture in most cases of default and the fraud perpetrated against the state by bondsmen *998 who put up fictitious collateral—what is known in the trade as straw bail. No doubt one of our social goals is to make bondsmen honest and responsible. But the fact that our bail system works at all even for a minority of defendants may be due in considerable measure to the prevalence of such loopholes and loose enforcement since there is almost inevitably a correlation between the risk and expense of the bondsman's undertaking and the proportion of defendants who achieve pretrial liberty. If this is so, there is a certain irony in taking a system which is not working well to begin with and subjecting it to a “reform” which would leave it even less able to perform its primary function of getting defendants out of jail before they have been tried.

No doubt the insulation of appellate judges from everyday administration of the criminal law and the fact that they “are almost invariably drawn from the propertied classes and share its assumptions” 179 also have contributed to the imperceptive handling of the problem. Judge Learned Hand once made the sweeping assertion that “under our criminal
procedure the accused has every advantage.” 180 This is comparable to the remarks of the justices in Stack v. Boyle about the importance of the liberating policy behind the bail system 181 at the same time that they were apparently putting their stamp of approval on a practice which effectively thwarts that policy. The most charitable explanation for such judicial inactivity is ignorance by judges and justices about the actual administration of the bail system, which of course has kept most defendants just where it will most advantage the prosecution: behind bars.

C. Facing the Constitutional Question

How to reconcile modern concern for equal legal rights for the poor with historical disinterest, which until the last decade simply read indigents as beyond the scope of constitutional protection against pre-trial imprisonment, poses problems of the greatest complexity. So far, both the actual reform projects which have been noted above and the current proposals for legislative reform which will be discussed below have not necessitated facing the constitutional problem. But as the history which has been recounted indicates, the constitutional questions cannot be ignored. The whole thrust of the excessive bail clause *999 is to ensure fair access to pretrial liberty for those entitled to it by law. Under the construction presently given to it, the eighth amendment and its historical heritage have come full circle. Originally it was designed to thwart abuse of discretion and ensure pretrial protection for the class of defendants who were the concern of reformers in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries—political opponents of the Crown. Now it is being used to defeat those very same rights for a group—the indigents—with whom the law was unconcerned in those earlier centuries but who now represent the current major interest in law reform.

Such discrimination against the poor cannot survive in its present blatant form. What is not clear, however, is how the impasse will be broken. One alternative would be to ignore the eighth amendment entirely, thus relegating it to historical curiosity sharing the same dusty quarters as the second amendment, and instead to forge a partial solution upon more vague and therefore more adaptable constitutional principles derived from the fifth and fourteenth amendments. If such a resolution offers release only to those indigent accused who are “good bail risks,” its effect will be to grant to the lower judiciary substantial discretion to grant or deny release. Such a solution carries with it the high risk that in actual administration much of the present poverty-based discriminatory practice would simply be perpetuated under a different label.

The other possibility is to build upon the historical motivation and underlying purposes of the eighth amendment but to expand its scope to accommodate present humanitarian values. In its broadest application this second alternative would release rich and poor alike pending trial, denying altogether or very sharply restricting any judicial discretion to refuse release, at the cost of greater risks to society and the creation of administrative problems of the first magnitude.

To pose these hard core constitutional and administrative issues in their sharpest form, the next section of this article will examine an hypothetical case of an accused drawn from that substantial population of defendants who are not “good bail risks” under the present standards. Such a defendant is outside the operation of any of the current reform proposals, and it is in such a case that the United States Supreme Court will have to decide the fate of the eighth amendment.
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342 U.S. at 6.

342 U.S. at 10 (Jackson, J., concurring).

Ibid.

Evans v. Foster, 1 N.H. 374 (1819) (alternate holding) (quoting HAWKINS PLEAS OF THE CROWN that bail “ought never to be less than 40 l for a capital crime, but may be as much higher as the justices in discretion shall think fit to require upon consideration of the ability and quality of the prisoner and the nature of the offence.” “The property and character of the respondent ought perhaps, in some instances to affect the amount of the recognizance,” but bail ought to be enough to ensure appearance. (Civil action against magistrate for causing plaintiff's incarceration by demanding excessive bail which plaintiff could not make. Nonsuit affirmed.).)

Mr. Justice Harlan does not tell us how he got the data used in Noto v. United States, 76 Sup. Ct. 255 (Harlan, Circuit Justice, 1955), except for his reference to “the record in the present case [and] the research of my Law Clerk,” id. at 258 n.4. In any
event, following precisely the steps outlined in the text, he found that bail for similar communist cases averaged $9000, that there were no special aggravating circumstances in Noto's case, and that accordingly $30,000 bail would be reduced to $10,000. For another application of the averaging rule see United States v. Weiss, 233 F.2d 463, 466 (7th Cir. 1956).

In the list of bail amounts in Philadelphia, “Robbery ... (b) Knife or Gun” is listed as “$2500 normal.” Philadelphia Bail Study 12. In the District of Columbia, a similar list for “station house bail” includes the figure of $3000 for attempted robbery. FREED & WALD 19.

Figures compiled from ATT'Y GEN. REP., Table iv at 135.

Id. at 66-67.

Philadelphia Bail Study 1032.

New York Bail Study 707.

For example, the Court characterized bail as the “traditional right to freedom” without which “the presumption of innocence, secured only after centuries of struggle, would lose its meaning.” Stack v. Boyle, 342 U.S. 1, 4 (1951). “The practice of admission to bail, as it has evolved in Anglo-American law, is not a device for keeping persons in jail upon mere accusation until it is found convenient to give them a trial. On the contrary, the spirit of the procedure is to enable them to stay out of jail until a trial has found them guilty.” Id. at 7-8 (concurring opinion).

1 DE TOQUEVILLE, DEMOCRACY IN AMERICA 55-56 (Bradley ed. 1963). (Footnote omitted.) This edition is a revised translation; the book was first published in France in 1835, and an English translation appeared immediately thereafter.

“The Lord maketh poor, and maketh rich: he bringeth low, and lifteth up.” 1 Samuel 2:7.


BEELEY, THE BAIL SYSTEM IN CHICAGO 59-153 (1927). While primarily concerned with the abuse of straw bail, Beeley examined 170 untried, detained defendants and, on the basis of untested assumptions about what made for reliability, concluded that “at least 65” were “dependable” and could have been released without substantial risk that they would abscond. Id. at 159.

Moley, Bail, in 2 ENCYC. SOC. SCI. 386, 387 (1932).

Morse & Beattie, Survey of the Administration of Criminal Justice in Oregon, 11 ORE. L. REV. (Supp. 1932). This study's statistics demonstrated that at each stage of the criminal proceeding—aftafter arrest, after bind-over and after indictment—whether the defendant had bail or jail status had a significant relationship with the disposition of the case in the next stage, with those in jail receiving a substantially less favorable disposition. Id. at 99, 101, 106, 116-17. This finding, which appears to have been “lost” and which is not stressed or analyzed in the study itself, anticipated by some twenty-five years the statistical studies of the last decade. See note 2 supra.

CRIMINAL JUSTICE IN CLEVELAND (Pound & Frankfurter eds. 1922). Discussion of the bail system is at 154-55, 184-87, 212-13, 290-92, and 313-14. While the study does make reference to the “illogical variability in amounts [[of bail] demanded,” id. at 154, and to “looking-glass justice” in jailing a witness in a robbery case while releasing the accused robber on bond, id. at 314, its emphasis is all on abuses arising out of bailed cases. For a similar emphasis, see Moley, Bail Bonds, in THE MISSOURI CRIME SURVEY 189 (1926).

L. Hand, Mr. Justice Holmes at Eighty-five, in MR. JUSTICE HOLMES 119 (Frankfurter ed. 1931).

United States v. Garsson, 291 Fed. 646, 649 (S.D.N.Y. 1923). Although Judge Hand did not qualify his statement, he was obviously not thinking about the bail system. For a devastating analysis of his comment in the immediate context which gave rise to it see A. M. Goldstein, The State and the Accused: Balance of Advantage in Criminal Procedure, 69 YALE L.J. 1149 (1960).
See note 158 supra.
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